
In times of crisis, consumers quickly change their behaviour as 
they attempt to adapt to unfolding situations. During this rapidly 
evolving event, we’d like to share our thoughts on what is driving 
people to change their behaviour and consider how businesses 
can respond.

As COVID-19 continues to grip the globe, many consumers are 
stockpiling basic goods, with toilet roll perceived to be a scarce 
commodity. This is despite manufacturers being keen to state there 
is no problem with supply.1
  
But the stockpiling phenomenon also shows us that what 
individuals do in their own self-interest has a knock-on effect on 
wider society. ‘Externalities’ abound as it becomes harder for 
people to access essentials.

Why are people panic buying?  
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Why?

Many of our decisions are made based on 
how we feel (intuition, instinct, reflex and 
habit). Such rapid thinking is known as 
‘system 1’ thinking. The alternative, system 
2, is deliberate, logical, effortful and slow. 
System 1 is how you solve 2 × 2; system 2 is 
how you solve 17 × 24.

The current climate of fear and anxiety is 
likely to trigger system 1 responses. The 
emotional centre of the brain, the amygdala, 
is in overdrive. We are more susceptible to 
behavioural biases, including the following.

·Herding. Safety in numbers is a 
hardwired response. Pictures of people 
panic buying toilet roll—and other 
household staples, from soap to soup—
has triggered the herding bias, resulting in 
a self-fulfilling cascade and empty shelves.

·Scarcity. We highly value items that we 
perceive to be scarce, even if (in reality) 
there is enough capacity and inventory in 
the supply chain (for example, think of the 
claim made by online comparison sites: 
‘Only two rooms left at this price!’). News 
that supermarkets were running low on 
toilet roll supercharged the run on toilet 
roll.

·Competition. Perceived scarcity is 
combined with perceived rivalry. In normal 
times, online auctions can foster bidding 
frenzies towards the end of the auction 
process. The fear that someone else may 
get the toilet paper instead of you can 
lead to frenzied buying. There’s also an 
element of loss aversion here—you might 
feel like you ‘own’ the right to buy toilet roll, 
and you don’t want to lose it. 

Is it irrational?

We should not be so simple as to label all 
stockpiling ‘biased’ or ‘irrational’. Indeed, 
many behavioural economists argue that 
biases are rational in an evolutionary sense, 
helping us to survive when times are tough. 

Further, even if someone did not feel the 
need to stockpile, it could be the optimal 
strategy if everyone around them was 
stockpiling. Even if it is damaging for society 
as a whole, stockpiling might be a ‘Nash 
equilibrium’—i.e. an outcome where no one 
has the unilateral incentive to change their 
strategy.2

Concluding thoughts

There are tools that can be used to limit 
panic buying. An (obvious) first step is to 
limit purchases of items to ‘two per person’ 
or something similar. The second tool is 
to put into place a clear social message 
in the right place, such as ‘remember that 
your neighbours, who may have particular 

needs, require access to essential supplies’. 
This could be combined with a clear 
photographic visual: think cigarette health 
warnings.

To varying degrees, a number of 
supermarkets are trying to combine rationing 
with a social message in order to limit panic 
buying. Whether this is enough remains to 
be seen.

In the UK, manufacturers have been at pains 
to emphasise that there is no shortage, 
and that none of the government’s advice 
recommends stockpiling of toilet paper.
However, if current panic-buying trends 
continue, one solution may be through a 
supply-side response—the extent to which 
the manufacture, distribution and stocking of 
toilet roll can be ramped up in the short-to-
medium term.

Behavioural science can help us to 
understand why people are stockpiling. 
Perhaps it can also point the way to 
reducing the public’s panic, ensuring items 
are available for everyone when they really 
need them.
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